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We, Harald Blomberg and Moira Dempsey, join in issuing this statement in relation to certain
matters that have occurred over the last few years between us individually and our respective
organizations.
To begin with, all disagreements between Moira Dempsey and Rhythmic Movement Training
International Pty, Ltd, (RMTi) on the one hand, and Harald Blomberg, Kate Wagner, Harald
Blomberg AB, LLC, and Blomberg RMT USA, (BRMT) on the other hand, have been resolved.
We recognize that Moira Dempsey has made major contributions to the development of the
theory and practice of RMT and its spread and implementation worldwide. Any prior statements
to the contrary should be disregarded as incorrect.
While we may still disagree philosophically in some matters, we both wish our respective
organizations well. To that end, we have both agreed that neither organization will interfere with
the operations of the other organization. This includes, but is not limited to, engaging in any
affirmative conduct intended to preclude an organization from being certified or obtaining
certification from a third-party.
We have also agreed that each organization may establish different criteria for their coursework
and, consequently, they are not obligated to accept completion or certifications from the other
organization. However, neither organization will penalize individuals from having completed
coursework from the other organization.
Although we have separated professionally and have embarked on different paths, each of us will
be able to continue using RMT works in their business operations that may include offering and
providing coursework and training, obtaining official recognition, CEUs and CPDs worldwide.
In this respect, we and our organizations may use and sell the co-authored Movements That Heal
as well as our respective RMT materials which include our respective versions of manuals. As
to Harald Blomberg’s Swedish and English versions that pre-date the co-authored Movements
That Heal, Harald Blomberg may be releasing these or portions thereof under a new title.
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